
TINE Release 5.x.x News 
(June 12, 2019: inching toward perfection …) 

“What a long, strange trip it’s been ….” 



Release 5.1.0 

 Core team now versed in the deep details ... 
 connection tables,  

 request/response scenarios 

 contract coercion 

 etc. … 

 Release 5.0.0 seen to be very stable 
 And in a mixed environment as well!  

 many Release 4.x.x clients and servers still operating … 

 Some exotica: 
 missing/delayed callback with CA_NOCALLBACKS + CM_EVENT update mode. 

 occasional unnecessary double sends when client-renewal threshold is in use. 

 unnecessary contract synchronization with extremely large payload contracts. 

 alarm watch table alarms using property-oriented multi-channel arrays. 

 Declare 5.1.0 
 Build id : 5536 (C –library) 

 Build id : 5529 (java - library) 



Release 5.1.0 

 New Local History Features 
 (we should have done this years ago!) 

 <p>.HIST calls can accept WRITE access 
 forces a save of the short-term (main memory) history 

data into the saved area. 
 the saved area is never removed. 

 a form of local event/post-mortem archive ! 

 e.g. a wacky-pulse recognizer sees a strange modulator 
pulse and issues a save command. 

 <p>.HIST calls now accept key-value strings as 
input 
 Input sometimes more complicated than simply ‘from – 

to’  



Release 5.1.0 

 <p>.HIST input : 



Release 5.1.0 

 <p>.HIST input : 

 

Order not important! 

No need to specify 

each or any input 

variable 

Datatype = 

KEYVALUE, STRING, 

or TEXT will work! 

Datatype = Int32 or 

Double: order is 

important! 



Release 5.1.0 

 Buffered Server … 

 Easiest way to write a server ! 

 Directly in C/C++ 

 LabView 

 MatLab 

 Python 

 

 As yet no ‘buffered server’ in Java or .NET 
 Sorry: you’ll have to use the ‘full server API’ 

 



Buffered Server : C/C++ 

Examples … 

DESY2 TestBeam: 

BeamRates.TB21, 

BeamRates.TB22, 

BeamRates.TB24 



Buffered Server : Labview 

Examples … 

PETRA RF (ELWIS/ZWERG) 

DESY2 RF (ELWIS/ZWERG), 

(Bunch/Dark) Current Monitors 

 



Buffered Server : MatLab 

Examples … 

(none so far …) 

 



Buffered Server : Python 

Examples … 

FLASH/XFEL Laser timing 

ANGUS 

DESY2 

~ 20 servers so far … 



Release 5.1.0 (buffered server) 

 Getting started … 

   Either : 

 Attach to a database (.csv or fec.xml) 

      Or : 

 Register server, properties, devices via API 

    Then : 

 Push associated data when it changes 



Release 5.1.0 (buffered server) 

 Really simple sine server  (c): 



Release 5.1.0 (buffered server) 

 Really simple sine server (python) : 



Release 5.1.0 (buffered server) 

 Are there any disadvantages? 

 Can only have 1 server per FEC. 

 Cannot overload properties. 

 Cannot have ‘READ with input’ 
 Input is coupled to WRITE access ! 

 Some aspects of property handling are 
not available (but nothing serious). 
 The registered property information is taken 

literally! 

 



Release 5.1.0 

 Python news: 

 PyTine now supported in  

   python 2.7 -> 3.7 

 PyTine.history() : 

 bug-fix: Depth string was getting clobbered … 

 more input specification available … 

 PyTine.set() and PyTine.call() 

 improved ‘best guess’ as to input size and 

format 

 



Release 5.1.0 (python) 

 Consider something like: 

 
 How to send ‘278’ ? 

 Is it a floating point or integer value? 

 Does the server expect an array of some length? 

 PyTine (1st call) asks the server how 
property ‘Amplitude’ was registered and 
what it expects for WRITE commands … 
 bug-fix: if server did NOT register the property for 

WRITE calls, then the call above returned an 
error! 

 
or explicitly pass : 

format=‘float’, size=1 



Release 5.1.0 

 Best Guess … 
 determine what the input looks like (float, int, or 

string) and how many 

 

  find/match to a registered WRITE property 
 no WRITE property ?  

 then use the read property attributes 

 If data type discovered then use it, else go with guess 

  what if ? 
 (e.g. PETRA Kicker) property registered to accept 1 

FLTINT and deliver 1 INTFLTINT) ? 
 Find the server programmer and ask him to change it ? 

 Must use PyTine.call() with mode=WRITE 



Release 5.1.0 

 PyTine.history() 

 

 Two new arguments to offer more 

flexibility: 

 sample 

 numberPoints 

 


